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As I walk through the doors of the SPCA of Wake County, I’m jittery from the 

excitement of meeting my soon-to-be best friend. Daisy’s just what I expect: the most loving and 

caring guise of sandy brown fur. As we pitter-patter to the car, I remember all of the other dogs 

that are still at the SPCA.  

Will Jeffrey find a loving family? What about Devon? 

This thought bothered me. So, I decided to start helping out at the SPCA with my mother 

as my chaperone. For the rest of middle school, I took on monthly laundry duty or dog butlering 

tasks at the shelter to provide my support to all of the other animals. 

When I told my fellow middle-school friends about my fur-tastic time interacting with 

soon-to-be pets in need, they wished to do the same. Unfortunately, many of my peers lacked 

transportation and chaperones, and couldn’t contribute to the companion animal community in 

the way that I could.  

So, I decided to start the Enloe SPCA Club at the start of my freshman year at Enloe 

High School. I wanted to facilitate accessible teen engagement with the SPCA (Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) outside of the actual facility. 

It was admittedly difficult to be president of a club for the very first time in my life. I 

loved the SPCA and companion animals deeply, and I knew that first and foremost, these 

animals needed materials such as paper towels, laundry detergent, kibble, litter, and toys to 

support the necessary standard of living at the shelter. My club’s first objective was to encourage 

peers and community members to donate supplies for the SPCA.  

Along with facilitating frequent donation hauls, my club members participate in the 

annual Santa Paws Race and K9-3K Dog Walk, events hosted by the SPCA shelter. I recall the 

first time cheering on racers to the finish line, my face burning in the freezing weather outside. 

Everyone- my fellow club volunteers and I- felt that the experience was more than worth it, due 

to our acquisition of several new canine friends.  

Although I was satisfied with donation drives and volunteering at events, I felt that my 

club needed more creative and independent ways to contribute. We began making treats and toys 

at meetings. “Adopt-me” bandanas became particularly memorable. Then, I had an idea that 

combined with my love for art and photography with this animal rights endeavor: the Dog 

Photoshoot.  

After repeatedly emailing and calling the park manager at Carolina Pines Dog Park, I was 

able to reserve a time slot for the well-anticipated Dog Photoshoot. The sun shone brightly as I 

set up my supplies- tables, chairs, posters, my laptop, and everything else- singlehandedly. My 

fellow club members and volunteers arrived periodically as the time approached nine o’clock.  



Soon, the usual bustle at the dog park commenced, and people lined up to have their 

pictures taken with their furry friends. The treasurer, Laura, collected money as the secretary, 

Jessica, sent out volunteers to advertise the event to more visitors with well-decorated signs 

throughout the park. 

We ended the day satisfied with our six-hour effort, with $430 in cash to donate to the 

SPCA. It was fulfilling to receive our routine “thank you” email and certificate of service from 

the shelter, and the event took place again in December; this time, we served hot cocoa instead of 

lemonade. 

My club board: me, the vice president, secretary, treasurer, and publicist, have monthly 

meetings to discuss the activities that our club will pursue. During a slightly off-topic 

conversation about animal rights violations in third-world countries, we found that animal rights 

seminars would serve to not only stimulate conversation between club members but allow 

students to broaden their horizons in domestic animal issues.  

The first seminar was naturally awkward. Five freshmen, two sophomores, and four 

juniors sat in a circle with the senior board members. Everyone was silent until I spoke up and 

introduced the topic: animal testing. Shyly, the members shuffled through their papers, filled 

with questions that our board came up with for critical thinking about the issue, a month before. 

Is animal testing necessary? Is it ethical? What are luxuries you’d give up to stop animal 

testing if you are opposed to it? 

It doesn’t sound like an English teacher posed these questions; naturally, our 

conversation was straightforward. However, it was versatile: the topics shifted from using 

cultivated meat to makeup product testing practices. One by one, each of the seminar participants 

found him, her or their voice as they became more passionate about animal welfare and safety, 

after hearing peer points of view.  

This seminar tradition continued. In fact, our last quarterly discussion encouraged points 

of view about euthanization, especially in third world countries that lack funding for shelters. I 

find that these healthy conversations incorporate my school’s diverse student body into fiery 

debates and subdued agreements. For example, one club member, as a Puerto Rican, feels  

euthanization is necessary in certain areas in order to take gravely ill animals out of their pain. 

My other classmate, whose family is antebellum south in both tradition and belief, believes this 

is unethical.  

I know that by encouraging my peers to be as involved with the SPCA of Wake County 

as possible, I’m directly helping my local companion animals find loving homes. I will take my 

experience as the proud president of Enloe SPCA Club to my future undergraduate institution, 

and hope to join and lead in animal rights-based clubs; if this isn’t already available, I plan to 

take my initiative and start one.  



Daisy stole my heart with her gentle submission and soul-piercing puppy eyes, but she 

also ignited my passion for animal welfare. I will miss my companion animal dearly when I enter 

university but plan to make ample time for her. After all, she’s my family.  

 

 
 

  

 

 


